
5TH-6TH GRADES ›› Week 4 Practice 
Basic Defensive Stance and Tactics

*Many of these practices require the use of four soccer balls. If you are limited in the number of soccer balls you have 
for practice, you can modify the games by creating lines based on the number of soccer balls you have available. 

Free Time (3-5 minutes)
Allow everyone to have an unstructured play time with 
a ball at the beginning of practice.

 » This will allow players to practice tricks, score 
goals, chat with friends, and let out energy. 

 » Players should be doing something soccer-
related.

 » At the end of this time allow everyone to 
score one goal and then meet at the middle of 
your practice area.

How to Teach Defensive Stance and Basic Tactics

Defensive Stance

 » Defenders should always defend “side-ways 
on” which means the defender should defend 
toward one side of the attacker with one foot 
slightly in front of the other and knees slightly 
bent.  

 » Defending “side-ways on” allows the defender 
to force the attacker in one direction or the 
other. If you defend straight on the attacker 
can go past you on either side. 

 » Players should be on the balls of their feet 
while bending the knees for balance. Always 
be light on your feet!

 » When defending an attacker with the ball, the 
defender should drop back by quickly moving 
(shuffling) their feet while staying close to the 
attacker. This movement is called “jockeying”. 

 » Have patience and do not jump in and try to 
win the ball until the attacker makes a mistake. 
Jumping in will allow the attacker to get past 
you. 

Tracking Back

 » When the attacking team loses the ball they 
must “track back” and win the ball back to 
prevent the other team from scoring. 

 » When a team loses the ball, every player on 
the team must sprint back towards their goal 
in order to prevent the attacking team from 
advancing down the field. 

 » This is called getting “goal side” of the ball.

 » “Goal side” of the ball means being in 
between the ball and the goal you are 
defending. This does not mean standing in 
front of the goal! “goal side” refers to any of 
the space that is between the ball and the 
goal. 

 » When tracking back, the defender closest to 
the attacker with the ball should challenge 
that attacker using the correct defensive 
stance.

 » All other players should sprint back into the 
space between the ball and the goal (goal 
side).
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 » The defending player should focus on the 
following:

·  Defend “sideways on” and force the attacker 
to dribble toward one direction.

·  Stay light on your feet and bend knees to 
maintain good balance.

·  Jockey by shuffling feet backward. 

Team Warm-up (5 minutes)
1 vs 1

Objective:

Practice correct defensive stance in 1 vs 1 defending

Equipment Needed:

One cone and one ball for every two players

Setup:

Divide players into groups of two. Each pair sets up a 
cone with at least five yards of space around it.

Activity:

 » Each pair will play 1 vs 1 against each other. 

 » Place the ball on the ground one yard away 
from the cone. The cone will be the goal that 
each player is trying to score on. 

 » Every player begins by placing their right foot 
on the ball and waiting for the coach’s signal.

 » On the coach’s signal, players try to score by 
hitting the cone.

 » Each time the cone is hit, a goal is awarded 
and the other player gets to start with the 
ball.

 » Games will be played for one minute. The 
person with the most goals in a minute wins!

Teaching the Skill (5 minutes)

Correct Defensive Stance

Objective:

Introduce correct defensive stance

Equipment Needed:

Four cones to set up a grid and one ball for every two 
players. 

Set Up:

Set up a grid 15 x 15 yards. Divide players into groups 
of two and give each group a ball. Player A should 
have a ball and start on the end line of the grid. Player 
B should be in a defensive stance directly in front of 
player A.

Activity:

 » The player with the ball will slowly dribble 
toward the other side of the grid but will not 
try to get past the defender. 

 » The defender should practice jockeying/
moving backward while maintaining a correct 
“side-ways on” stance. 

 » When the player with the ball reaches the 
other side of the grid, the players switch roles. 

 » The defender should not try to win the ball 
and the attacker should not try to get past the 
defender. 

Correct Defensive Stance

A A

AB B

B 1 vs 1
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Activity/Game One (10 minutes)
2 vs 2 Keep Away

Objective:

Practice correct defensive stance while working with a 
teammate

Equipment Needed:

Cones to set up a grid and two balls 

Setup:

Create two 15 x 15 yard grids (if you have 8 players).  
Divide players into four teams of two. Place two teams 
in each grid to play against each other. 

2 vs 2 Keep Away

Activity:

 » 2 vs 2 Keep Away will be played in each grid. 

 » Each time the team with the ball completes 
three passes they are awarded a goal. 

 » Each time the defending team wins the ball, 
they are awarded a goal. 

 » Players should use the proper defensive 
stance and work together as a team to win 
the ball. 

 » Play each game for three minutes and then 
switch teams.
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MID-PRACTICE HUDDLE
DEVOTION 4

Practice Card Reminder: Do NOT distribute practice 
cards at this practice.

   Review:

 » Virtue:  HONESTY is choosing to be 
truthful in whatever you say and do.

 » Scripture Verse: Anyone who lives without 
blame walks safely. But anyone who takes 
a crooked path with get caught. Proverbs 
10:9 (NIrV)

Bottom Line: When you’re not truthful, you 
hurt others.

(My world example) 

Can anyone remember what we’ve been talking about 
for the last few practices? Yes, honesty! Honesty is 
choosing to be truthful in whatever you say and do. 
Honesty is a big deal because it builds trust. Have 
you ever done something you weren’t supposed to 
do and then your parents asked you about it? In that 
moment, maybe you were tempted to lie, to blame it on 
someone else, or just deny it. But you and I both know 
that if you lied about it and your parents found out, the 
consequences would be way worse than simply telling 
the truth from the beginning.

Have you ever spent hours working on something, like 
a Lego creation with a million pieces or a big art project 
for school? What would happen if you left the room 
and I kicked your Lego creation across the room like 
a soccer ball or poured a cup of water over your art 
project? How would that make you feel? The first thing 
you would probably do is tell your parents what you 
thought I did. 

What if your parents came to me and asked me what 
happened and I told them I didn’t know even though 
I actually did ruin your Lego creation or your big art 
project? You would be hurt, confused and angry with 
me.  Once your parents found out I lied that would be 
terrible and damage that relationship too.  When you 
aren’t truthful, you hurt others.

Just like it would take hours to rebuild that amazing 
Lego creation or to somehow recreate your art project, 
it can take a while to build back the trust you lose when 
you’re dishonest. But here’s the good news. You can 
build it back. It is possible when you decide to tell the 
truth and ask for forgiveness. We all mess up from time 
to time, especially when it comes to living honestly. 
And no matter what you do, God loves you and He will 
always forgive you and help you start over.

This week, when you’re tempted to lie to someone 
or do something dishonest, I want you to think about 
protecting the other person and your friendship first. 
Let’s think about how it would make the other person 
feel and make a different choice so that the people 
around us can really trust us because we practice 
honesty.

Discussion Questions

 » Have you ever had someone lie to you about 
something? How did that make you feel?

 » Why are we sometimes tempted to lie or do 
something that’s dishonest?

 » What is one practical thing you could do this 
week to help you live honestly? 

Prayer:
Heavenly Father, thank you for loving us and for always 
being honest. Help us this week to think about how our 
words and actions affect the people around us. Help us to 
live honestly so others will trust us. We don’t want to hurt 
others, ever. In Jesus’ name we pray, amen.

3RD GRADE UP ONLY
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Rule of the Day

Direct and Indirect Free Kicks

Direct Kick

Direct kicks are awarded to the opposing team if one of 
these fouls is committed: Handling the ball, Kicking an 
opponent, Hitting an opponent, Pushing an opponent, 
Tripping an opponent, Holding an opponent, Any 
unsportsmanlike conduct, Slide tackling or any contact 
with the ball while the player is on the ground. The 
opposing players must be five yards away from the 
ball and the kicker may score directly without another 
player touching the ball. 

Indirect Kick

Indirect kicks are awarded to the opposing team if 
one of these fouls is committed: Dangerous Play, 
Obstructing an opponent, Delay of game. Opposing 
players must be five yards away from the ball. On the 
indirect kick, a player other than the kicker must touch 
the ball before a goal can be scored. 

Scrimmage (12 minutes)
Use each scrimmage as a time to teach and review 
what was done in practice. Scrimmages can be played 
within your team or against another team.

Activity:

Soccer Game

Objective:

Teach the game while players have fun playing

Equipment Needed:

Two goals and one ball 

Setup:

4 vs 4 (or 3 vs 3) format with two goals

Post-Practice Huddle (5 minutes)
 1. Gather players and parents for this meeting.

 2. Review the learned skill from practice: Defense

 3. Distribute practice stars (if included in coach box).

 4. Do NOT distrubute practice cards (if included in 
your coach box).

 5. Remind parents of next practice/game time and 
answer any questions parents may have.

Activity/Game Two (10 minutes)
Recover!

Objective:

Practice tracking back to defend goal side.

Equipment Needed:

Cones to set up grid (optional). One ball, and two 
goals (cones can be used to set up goals if needed). 

Setup:

Set up a 15 x 20 yard grid with a goal at each end. 
Divide players into two teams.  

Activity: 

 1. Players play 4 vs 4 inside the grid and attempt to 
score on their goal. 

 2. Each time a team loses the ball (bad pass, out of 
bounds, taken away etc.) the entire team that lost 
the ball must sprint all the way back and touch 
their goal before they can defend.  Once they 
have all touched the goal they should step up and 
defend.

 3. The attacking team attempts to advance as 
quickly as possible before all of the defenders 
recover. 

 4. This happens every time a team turns the ball 
over!

 5. Emphasize the importance on tracking back to 
defend in a game. 

Recover!
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Alternate Activity
This activity can be used in addition to or in place of 
any of the previous activities.

1 vs 1 Goals

Objective: 

Improve defensive stance

Equipment Needed: 

Cones to set up grid (optional), or field lines can be 
used. You will need eight cones or objects to set up 
small gates and one ball for every two players. 

Setup: 

Set up a 15 x 15 yard grid. Set up four small gates 
(one yard wide) spread out within the grid. Divide 
players into pairs and assign one player to be a 
defender and the other player an attacker with the 
ball. 

Activity:

 » On the coach’s signal each player with a ball 
dribbles around the grid attempting to dribble 
through as many gates as possible. 

 » The defender tries to stop their teammate 
from dribbling through the gate. If a defender 
wins the ball they become the attacker and 
the other player becomes the defender. 

 » See who can score the most goals in two 
minutes! 

 » Divide teams evenly so the more skilled 
players are paired together. 

 » Require players to use the correct defensive 
stance! 


